Training Workshops 2017

marketability

www.marketability.info

Can we help meet your training needs in 2017?

We hope so. Our training workshops are designed to help you respond to everyday challenges, always grounded in
reality and sharing real examples from publishing. Book London dates in the spring for core topics, or ask about tailored
training delivered at your offices. If the course you want to do is ‘on demand’ then just register your interest and we’ll set
a date once we’ve received a minimum number of requests.
Our 2017 public course options are on the following pages, with loads more details on the website. The options for incompany training are almost limitless, so if you’re tempted by this (wherever you are in the world) take a look at pages 3
and 17-18.
And finally, if you don’t already subscribe to our fortnightly eBulletin, we’d love you to join us! Find out why you should
(in the words of regular readers too) on page 16.
We hope to hear from you soon!

Rachel Maund, Director
rachel@marketability.info

Navigate to details
such as venues, tutors, prices and
in-company options from anywhere
on the site
Our home page, with news, latest offers and tips of the day
Marketability (UK) Ltd., 12 Sandy Lane, Teddington, Middlesex. TW11 0DR
Marketability (UK) Ltd is registered in England at the Teddington address. Registration number: 3683013

Our training home page lists all of our courses and next
scheduled dates
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Training courses at a glance
In-company or open course? – page 3
Tutors and venues – page 4
The Marketability eBulletin – what’s in it for you? – page 16
In-company tailored training, and not just in the UK – pages 17-18
Booking form – back cover
Introduction to Marketing in
Publishing (p5)
‘A real eye-opener’
Delegate from Princeton University Press

Emarketing Workshop (p9)
‘Incredibly intensive, enjoyable and
worthwhile’
Delegate from SPCK Publishing

Impressive Marketing Plans – on a Small
Budget (p6)
‘Fantastic and extremely useful’
Delegate from McGraw-Hill

Social Media Marketing Boot Camp (p10)
‘Excellent overview of different tools’
Delegate from Carnegie Trust

Copywriting Workshop (p8)
‘Full of fresh and funky ideas!’
Delegate from Nature

Marketing Digital Products (p12)
‘Tutors were fantastic’
Delegate from Wolters Kluwer

Email Marketing Workshop (p11)
‘An excellent workshop for anyone involved
in email marketing’
Delegate from Emerald Group Publishing

Practical Publicity Workshop (p7)
‘Wonderful! [Tutors were] charismatic,
friendly and informative’
Delegate from Summersdale

Academic Marketing Workshop (p14)
‘The most useful workshop I have ever
been on’
Delegate from Palgrave

Profitable Commissioning (p15)
‘All commissioning editors should take this
course’
Delegate from TSO

Schools Marketing Workshop (p13)
‘Brilliant – exceeded my expectations’
Delegate from Oxfam Education

Want some advice about the training that’s right for you? Call us on +44 (0)20 8977 2741
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In-company or open course?
Benefits of in-company:
I Precise tailoring from a wider range of topics
I Complete freedom to discuss company issues
I Excellent team-building or strategic planning potential
I Convenient: you choose the date, no travel involved
I Cheaper per person trained if you have 5 or more people.
‘I really appreciate the
effort made to ensure that materials
were relevant.’
Hachette

‘So much more
useful as it is tailored
specifically to our needs
as a business or division.’
Pearson

Benefits of open courses:
I Exchanging ideas and experience with people in other companies
I The topic is delivered within a wider context, which can be eye-opening!
I Off-site means you can be focused on the topic, without the distraction
of inboxes
I The facilities of our venues are often better than company meeting
rooms
I Cheaper for 4 people or fewer.
‘Perfect for anyone
with loads of questions
about marketing in
publishing but no one to
bounce ideas off.’
ECPR Press

‘Excellent all round,
lots of discussion. Really useful,
extremely interesting, and good to meet
other people from different publishers.’
Oxford University Press

Want to book an open course? See
dates in this brochure and at
www.marketability.info and book or
register your interest online

Members of the Wiley marketing team with Paul Crabtree and Rachel Maund,
during a Mastering SEO for Marketing Workshop in Weinheim, Germany

See pages 17-18 for more details
about in-company training, wherever
you are in the world

Marketability tutors

Rachel Maund
is course director for
Marketability
Workshops and
personally tutors on
many of the courses.
She also runs courses
for other training
providers and
publishers in the UK,
Ireland, US, Singapore,
Australia, China, Hong
Kong, the UAE, Russia
and Mexico.
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Our venues

Venues in 2017 may vary, but will include:

Charley Beattie,
guest tutor on
Emarketing
(see page 9)

Laura Ingle, tutor
on
Marketing Digital
Products
and Academic
Marketing (see
pages 12 and 14)

Paul Crabtree,
tutor on
Social Media
Marketing and
SEO for
Marketing
(see page 10 and
website)

Josie Dixon,
tutor on
Profitable
Commissioning
(see page 15)

Rebecca Jones,
tutor on
Marketing Digital
Products
and Schools
Marketing (see
pages 12 and 13)

Corinne Julius,
guest tutor on
Practical
Publicity
(see page 7)

AVONMOUTH HOUSE, LONDON SE1 (Elephant and Castle)
‘Brilliant learning environment.’
Delegate from Kogan Page

SAID BUSINESS SCHOOL, OXFORD (next to rail station)
‘Excellent, convenient venue and great food.’
Delegate from Wiley-Blackwell

Find out more about our tutors and venues at www.marketability.info/training
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Introduction to Marketing in Publishing

‘Good for useful info about publishing that everyone presumes you know but never actually
tells you.’
Delegate from Ashgate Publishing
Publishing has always given responsibility early, and the chances of making expensive
mistakes are real. Even newcomers with marketing qualifications struggle to apply them as
new product proliferates, resources are tight, and the remit is often very broad.

What’s covered?
I The life cycle of a book, from proposal to launch: how do titles get contracted? How are
print and price decisions made? Who gets what of the RRP?
I Marketing channels and the supply chain
I Where marketing ‘fits’, and which departments it’s crucial to understand
I How marketing budgets are set, and the typical marketing mix in publishing
I Tips for working with authors and editors.

Rachel Maund

‘

The idea behind this workshop
was to replicate an internal ‘induction
course’ but in a small group
environment where it’s dead easy to
ask ‘silly’ questions

’

‘A jam-packed day of explaining the
intricacies of marketing, what it is and how
to do it.’
Delegate from Bradt Travel Guides

‘The workshop was brilliant, a really clear
and comprehensive overview of the
sometimes daunting expectations of
working in marketing.’
Delegate from SAGE Publications

Who’s it for?
Anyone new to a marketing position in publishing, or wanting a better grasp of the wider
publishing context.
Course fee: £399 + VAT
Course date: Thursday 23 March, London

www.marketability.info/intromar
Check the next course date(s) or register your interest online or by emailing rachel@marketability.info
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Impressive Marketing
Plans – on a Small Budget

‘Grown-up discussion and good implementable ideas.’
Delegate from Bloomsbury Publishing

Today’s marketers have to assess the value of an ever increasing
range of activities and justify their decisions in terms of expected
ROI. As if that wasn’t enough, expectations of authors (and of
editors) can be high, yet often time and money are in short supply.
This is designed to help you capture the value of all areas of
marketing activity and present them in the most positive and
professional light, even if resources are limited.

Members of the Macmillan Education marketing
team, still smiling after a day’s Marketing Planning
course

What about in-house?

Marketing planning is a fantastic topic to bring
in-house if you want to introduce best practice
processes across the team. Tell us your context,
send us some examples of what you’re doing,
and we’ll build a course around that. Also works
well as a two day course if you want something
more in-depth.
‘A great, personalised approach to what could
be a prescriptive topic.’
Delegate on an in-house course at Macmillan
Education

Email rachel@marketability.info and
tell me what you’re looking for
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What’s covered?
I Market segmentation, the marketing mix, the 4Ps, the
marketing funnel, and how it all applies in the real world
I The key activities and how to make use of them cost-effectively
I Setting precise objectives and targets
I Devising and managing a budget
I Marketing plan templates
I Working in partnership with authors
I Measuring and reporting on effectiveness/ROI.
Who’s it for?
Anyone with the new responsibility of marketing for a specific
list, especially in academic, professional, or STM, or anyone who
has tended to shelve the ‘planning’ through lack of time.

‘Really put things into words I
could understand, with relevant
scenarios.’
Delegate from Palgrave
Macmillan

‘Even if you have worked in
marketing for years, this
course will ensure you return
refreshed and with new ideas
to bring to your job.’
Delegate from British Museum
Press

Course fee: £399 + VAT
Course date: Thursday 11 May, London

www.marketability.info/marplan
Discounts are available on multiple bookings – see back cover for details

Practical Publicity Workshop

‘A superb introduction to publicity essentials and the nittygritty.’
Delegate from Kogan Page

‘Essential if you want to do
it well. I can’t wait to put all
the ideas I’ve jotted down
into practice!’
How DO you get the attention of the national press, especially if
Delegate from Troubador
you work in specialist publishing or for a smaller trade
Publishing
publisher? What constitutes ‘publicity potential’ in YOUR titles?
‘A great overview to give
This workshop focuses squarely on these issues: on spotting
you the best chance of
press potential, and equipping you to sell your story to nationals
publicity.’
and broadcast media, and on the excellent alternatives which
Delegate from Bodleian
are perfect for other titles. Corinne and Rachel will give advice
Library Publishing
on real examples submitted by attendees.
‘Terrific – made me excited
What’s covered?
about my job again!’
I Planning/managing media campaigns – of all shapes and
Delegate from McGraw-Hill
sizes
‘It was definitely one of the
I How to get the attention of national, broadcast, regional,
best training days I have
specialist and online journalists and editors
ever been on.’
I What journalists are looking for
Delegate from Lion Hudson
I Press releases and the role of the press pack
‘This has been invaluable! I
I Real-time expert advice on your publicity challenges.
have learned so much and
Who’s it for?
have had really good fun!’
Anyone in marketing or in specialist publishing who needs to
Delegate from Palgrave
include publicity campaigns within wider marketing plans, and Macmillan
anyone relatively new to publicity within general publishing.
Course fee: £399 + VAT
Course date: Thursday 27 April, London

www.marketability.info/publicity
Check the next course date(s) or register your interest online

Regular tutor Rachel Maund is joined by freelance
journalist and broadcaster Corinne Julius, who has
worked extensively in print and on BBC Radio 4. She
currently works for The Evening Standard, Country
Life, Blueprint and a variety of other magazines as well
as BBC Radio 4’s Front Row.

‘

Publishers, especially
specialist ones, often have a wealth
of interesting stories and experts that we
as journalists rarely know about. In my
sessions I try to get across that the
relationship between us can
be symbiotic

’
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Copywriting Workshop

‘The course that gives you a licence to be creative and
bodacious!’
Delegate from Virgin Books

Does your copy convince YOU? Is it vivid and engaging or are
you guilty of using tired adjectives such as ‘comprehensive’
and ‘essential’? Perhaps you’d love to write more exciting
copy but colleagues feel it’s ‘not appropriate’? If you can
relate to this, join us and prepare to feel liberated!
What’s covered?
I General principles that really work
I Why writing copy is totally different to what you learned
in school
I Focusing on the 10 second sell and on calls to action
I Fewer words, greater impact: being ruthless and taking
risks
I How to get attention, and keep it
I Storytelling, visual copy and word association
I ’Selling copy’ and content marketing
I Writing for different formats, for print and online, from
brochures to emails to sales letters
I Short exercises – individually and in groups.

Who’s it for?
Anyone in a marketing or editorial role wanting to write copy
more confidently.

‘I did a one year MSC
in Advertising and
Copywriting, but
learned more practical
advice today than in
that year!’
Delegate from Gill and
Macmillan

What about in-house?

This is our most popular course, and it’s great fun (if a
little shocking at times) to see your own copy in an
entirely new light, one in which you can suddenly see how
to improve it! We’ll always build content around your copy
and your markets, but our advice is always grounded in
reality too.

‘A great introduction to
copywriting which will
shock you when you
read back over old
copy you’ve written.’
Delegate from Pearson
‘Relevant, inspiring
workshop which has
left me excited about
my job.
Recommended!’
Delegate from
Bloomsbury
Professional

Course fee: £399 + VAT
Course date: Thursday 6 April, London

The Open University Library Services team outside the Library
after their tailored Copywriting Workshop

Here’s what one Open University delegate had to say:
‘Whatever you write and whoever you are writing for,
this course will improve your copy and change your
outlook on it.’

www.marketability.info/copywriting
Email rachel@marketability.info to ask how we could tailor an in-house course for you
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Emarketing Workshop

‘Practical, tailored and great fun – brilliant training all round.’
Delegate from Scholastic

The limitless potential of emarketing is so overwhelming it’s hard to know
where to start, but there’s no better place than this. It’s emphatically NOT
technical, but we guarantee you’ll leave more confident about realistic
options, and with guidance in putting them into practice. The day, covering
both web-based and email marketing, features lots of inspiring examples
from across publishing.

Includes a session on planning and briefing ecampaigns, with templates and
examples brought by guest tutor Charley Beattie.

What’s covered?
I Planning, budgeting and briefing ecampaigns and web pages
I Customer engagement strategies and the role of content marketing
I Effective use of social media and blogs, whatever the size of your business
I Working with authors and associations
I Emailings and newsletters – from mailing lists to copywriting
I Spam filters, sender reputation and the Data Protection Act
I SEO, UGC, Web 3.0 and other hot topics you NEED to understand
I Round-up of current statistics and great sources of info.
Who’s it for?
Anyone looking for a non-technical and up-to-the-minute overview of
emarketing.

Course fee: £399 + VAT
Course dates are on demand

Regular tutor Rachel Maund is joined by Charley Beattie, Head of
International Marketing at Oxford University Press
‘Awesome! Great teaching, location and food.’
Delegate from Oxford University Press (attending in Oxford)

‘Excellent – likely to cover its costs several times over with all the new
ideas.’
Delegate from Oberon Books

‘A great way to spend a day out of the office – relevant, up to date and
makes you want to rush back and try different things out.’
Delegate from SAGE Publications
‘Extremely useful and inspiring. Fantastic!’
Delegate from Springer

‘Excellent (as usual )’
Delegate from Leckie and Leckie on an Emarketing Workshop run for
Publishing Scotland
Related course:
Email Marketing (page 11)

www.marketability.info/emarketing
Register your interest in this course today online or by emailing rachel@marketability.info
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Social Media Marketing
Boot Camp

Paul Crabtree is Director of Velo,
a London-based digital marketing
communications agency, with
previous digital roles in
publishing (Informa) and for
agencies serving publishers
(Adestra, Ceros, VIP4).

‘Definitely attend – having been to previous workshops run by others, this
is by far the best.’
Delegate from Oxford University Press
Take your social media activity from ad-hoc to considered strategy with
our hands-on Boot Camp!
The challenge: develop a social media strategy, decide what to say and
measure its value to the business. Recognise this? It’s what we’ve
devised this course to address. You’ll get stuck in exploring social
accounts and campaign planning on the day so you’ll leave with the
tools, knowledge and a head start on making it happen back at the
office.
What’s covered?
I Choosing the right channels for your audiences
I What works on Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, blogs and YouTube
I How to get the most from your social media accounts, establishing
voices and appropriate content
I Other platforms, including Pinterest, Tumblr and Google+
I Campaign planning and action plans, with plenty of case examples
I Practical checklists for making each platform work for you
I Prioritising, reality checks, and time-saving tools
I Measuring the value of social media campaigns.

Who’s it for?
Anyone wanting guidance in devising a social media marketing strategy
and support in making it happen.

Course fee: £399 + VAT
Course date: Wednesday 29 March, London

Paul also tutors on Mastering
SEO for Marketing (only available
as an in-house course) with
Rachel Maund. See website for
details.

‘Really great, very easy to ask questions and flexible in responding to our
abilities and jobs.’
Delegate from Crimson Publishing
‘Really useful, especially if you’re just starting out with social media.’
Delegate from Policy Press

‘Excellent overview of different tools and advantages/purpose/relevance
of each.’
Delegate from Carnegie Trust on a Publishing Scotland course in Edinburgh
‘A massive [amount of] information but in a bite-sized manner, which
made it digestible and accessible for newbies like me.’
Delegate from China Information

‘[Paul was] really knowledgeable. Made sure we went away with a clear
plan – fantastic!’
Delegate from Oxford University Press

www.marketability.info/socialmedia
This is especially effective as an in-house course, ask us for more details today
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Email Marketing Workshop

‘An excellent workshop for anyone involved in email marketing.’
Delegate from Emerald Group Publishing

We now rely on email as the primary channel for marketing communication, but how can you be sure
your results are as good as they can be? And how do you persuade new potential customers to sign up,
open up, and engage on a regular basis?

What about in-house?

Topics don’t get more central than this one,
so there’s plenty to be gained from
bringing the team together to consider
how your marketing emails are received by
your subscribers. Content is, as always,
completely up to you, but whatever you
choose, we’ll take into account your
existing templates, functionality and email
client.
‘An informative and engaging course
providing a good base for publishers
wishing to effectively use email marketing
strategies.’
Delegate from Edinburgh University Press
on an in-house course

What’s covered?
I The sign up process. What makes people subscribe – and stay subscribed?
I Legal and technical stuff, from the Data Protection Act to firewalls, spam filters and sender reputation
I How to write killer subject lines and grab attention in the preview pane
I Establishing your email ‘voice’, and judging how much you need to say
I Format and design, and the balance of copy, visuals and links
I One-off marketing emails, regular newsletters, and the value of automated emails
I Metrics and benchmarks – how well are your emails performing?
I Managing challenges, from working with templates to negotiating over email content.
Who’s it for?
Absolutely anyone who wants their email marketing to be a cut above their competitors’.

Course tutor
Your course tutor is Rachel Maund, who’s been tracking email trends and training in this area for a
decade, as well as writing Marketability’s eBulletin every fortnight since 2003.

‘Excellent overall grounding in key issues for developing effective emailing campaigns.’
Freelance marketer
‘As always, the tutor was engaging and really knew her stuff.’
Delegate from Oxford University Press
Course fee: £399 + VAT
Course date: Thursday 9 March, London

Related course:
Emarketing Workshop (page 9)

www.marketability.info/emailmktg
Check the next course date(s) or register your interest online or by emailing rachel@marketability.info
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Marketing Digital Products

‘Very comprehensive, informative and useful across all digital product
marketing.’
Delegate from SAGE Publications

There’s a world of difference between marketing ebooks or electronic
platforms and printed books, but most people learn the hard way, on the
job. This workshop is the savvy alternative, giving you a practical overview of
the issues, the challenges, and the jargon, and the tools to manage them
with confidence.

What’s covered?
I Essentials you NEED to know: pitfalls to avoid, how to answer difficult
(often technical) questions, promoting security and stability, training your
customers, supporting sales teams
I Who are your audiences? What is each looking for?
I Practical checklists for promoting ebooks, apps, reference products,
digital platforms and depositories
I Staying in control: planning and scheduling, reacting to changing market
conditions, managing partnerships and assessing international markets
I The buying cycle – awareness-raising, product evaluation and conversion
I Plenty of case studies, template plans, jargon-busting and leads to help
you stay ahead of the game
I A practical exercise working through delegates’ real challenges.

Who’s it for?
Marketing executives and managers with responsibility for marketing digital
products in specialist markets, especially (but not exclusively) academic,
educational and practitioner.
Course fee: £399 + VAT
Course dates are on demand

Rebecca Jones has worked in educational publishing for over 25 years.
She is currently Head of Children’s Reference and Revision Marketing at
HarperCollins Publishers. Laura Ingle is Head of Product and Institutional
Marketing at Emerald Group Publishing.
Rebecca also tutors on Schools Marketing (page 13) and Laura on
Academic Marketing (page 14).
‘Incredibly useful for teaching me to
think in the right (different) way in
order to effectively market digital.’
Delegate from Cambridge University
Press
‘Informative, tailor-made for us and
enjoyable.’
Delegate from World Scientific
Publishing

‘Excellent. Especially if your
company handles subscriptionbased products.’
Delegate from Zed Books
‘Tutors were ‘very knowledgeable
with lots of industry experience.
It was great to see how other
organisations promote and
market their products.’
Delegate from TSO on an in-house
course

www.marketability.info/mktgdigital
Register your interest in this course today online or by emailing rachel@marketability.info
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Exclusive to Marketability

‘Excellent, it made me
question everything I thought
I knew about the schools
market and really look at the
benefits to teachers.’
Delegate from Open University
Press
‘Brilliant – exceeded my
expectations. Covered
exactly what I needed and
I’ve come away with lots of
ideas and enthusiasm.’
Delegate from Oxfam Education

Tutors were ‘both excellent! I
really appreciated the way
they adapted the course to
cover relevant things to each
individual.’
Delegate from Oxford University
Press

‘A great overview of the
schools market, plus practical
tools for assessing teachers’
needs and learning to address
them.’
Delegate from Foyles Bookshop

Schools Marketing Workshop

Do you need to get up to speed with changes to the curriculum and what new
government initiatives mean for schools? Could you really use an injection of fresh
ideas for getting your resources noticed by teachers? If so, read on!

What’s covered?
I An introduction to the UK schools market including structure, size and scope
I Overview of the key challenges faced by marketers, with advice on overcoming
them and even working them to our advantage
I Practical session on segmenting the market to ensure that campaigns are costeffective
I Establishing relationships, building and engaging with communities, and the place
of social media
I Right marketing plan, right product: choosing effective tactics and messages, and
the special considerations of marketing digital resources
I Plenty of case examples of real campaigns
I Quick and easy ways to calculate targets and analyse results.

Who’s it for?
Anyone new to marketing in this sector as well as more experienced marketing
managers looking for new ways to engage with teachers.

Course tutors:Course tutors:
Rebecca Jones has worked in educational publishing for over 25 years. She is currently
Head of Children’s Reference and Revision Marketing at HarperCollins Publishers. She
is joined by Rachel Maund as guest tutor.
Rebecca is also co-tutor on Marketing Digital Products (page 12).
Course fee: £399 + VAT
Course date: Thursday 18 May, London

www.marketability.info/schools
Check the next course date(s) or register your interest online or by emailing rachel@marketability.info

Academic Marketing Workshop

‘The most useful workshop I have ever been on.’
Delegate from Palgrave Macmillan

As we jostle with our competitors for the attention of lecturers,
students and libraries, what messages and which channels will
succeed?

This workshop brings you right up to date with the realities of
today’s marketplace, with examples of excellent practice from a
wide range of companies.

What’s covered?
I How universities and their libraries are typically structured.
Where are the decision-makers? Who holds the purse-strings?
I Funding issues, from tuition fees to private universities
I What lecturers and librarians tell publishers they want
I How buying decisions are made, and who gets the sale
I Case examples of ‘ideal’ textbook, monograph, reference and
digital marketing plans
I Where catalogues, conferences, emarketing and academic
review coverage fit – and tips for doing them effectively
I Exercises on devising a marketing strategy for two titles brought
by delegates.

Who’s it for?
Anyone actively involved in marketing to the academic sector,
especially in companies doing limited or no market research.
Course fee: £399 + VAT
Course date: Thursday 2 March, London
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‘Attendees were all working at
different levels, but it was
highly relevant and
informative for all of us. The
time spent addressing our
individual concerns was very
beneficial.’
Delegate from Bloomsbury
Publishing

‘Rachel and Laura did a
wonderful job of engaging us
all.’
Delegate from Cambridge
University Press
‘A great opportunity to share
academic marketing
knowledge and especially
interesting for small
companies searching for the
right way to do things.’
Delegate from Eleven
International Publishing (The
Netherlands)
‘Even if you think you know
academic marketing you will
learn a lot from this course.’
Delegate from John Wiley

Exclusive to Marketability

Regular tutor Rachel Maund is joined by Laura
Ingle, Head of Product and Institutional Marketing
at Emerald Group Publishing.

What about in-house?

If you’re publishing in schools or academic
markets, these corresponding courses are perfect.
The market overviews make them popular choices
for editors as well as marketers, and bringing both
together can be especially beneficial.
‘The tutor’s style suited me perfectly, it was
practical, experienced, flexible and full of
anecdotal references.’
Delegate from Emerald on an in-company course

www.marketability.info/academic
Want some advice about the training that’s right for you? Call us on +44 (0)20 8977 2741
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Profitable Commissioning

‘Essential to commissioning – provides an accurate overview as well
as daily issues.’
Delegate from Edinburgh University Press on an in-house course

In today’s tough climate it’s no longer enough to commission
quality titles. Profitability (even in the non-profit sector) is essential
to the organisation’s survival. Sharpen your commercial focus and
ensure that your editorial objectives are fully in line with those of
the business with this one-day workshop, designed to be strategic,
practical and highly motivating.
What’s covered?
I Your list: what are the business needs?
I Analysing sales and profitability
I Strategic list-building
I Making your commissioning targets
I Meeting schedules and budgets
I Controlling profitability and releasing backlist profit
I Questions, discussion and exercises throughout.

Who’s it for?
Commissioning editors, senior commissioning editors, publishers,
editorial managers: anyone with responsibility for list-building and
development in book publishing will benefit, whether in
commercial or not for profit sectors.

Course fee: £399 + VAT
Course dates are on demand

‘

Today’s
disruptive changes –
from digital migration to open
access – have destabilised our
traditional sources of profit, so it’s
ever more crucial that we maximise
profitability. Some things we can’t
change, but there’s a lot we can.
Join me and let’s take
back control!

’

Course tutor:
Josie Dixon’s publishing roles have included Publishing Director at Palgrave
Macmillan and Senior Commissioning Editor at Cambridge University Press.
She now runs Lucian Consulting, specialising in training.
‘Excellent overview of profitability. [Josie was] very clear about complex
issues, drawing on a lot of relevant experience.’
Delegate from Peter Lang
‘I thought the course was brilliant – and all my colleagues thought
likewise.’
Delegate from Elsevier

[Especially useful were] ‘carrying out a SWOT analysis with a partner;
discussing differences between profit and not for profit organisations.’
Delegate from University of Wales Press

www.marketability.info/profcom
Register your interest in this course today online or by emailing rachel@marketability.info
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The Marketability eBulletin – what’s in it for you?
The fortnightly Marketability eBulletin features news stories, new
research, tips and informed comment and analysis relevant to publishing.
Read the latest issue today by clicking on the Resources tab at
www.marketability.info.

Sign up to receive the email version and you’ll also save
£50 on training course places.

We’ve selected, edited and archived the most useful
articles as a free resource on our website. All workshop pages include a
‘Read tips and articles related to this course’ link, or you can simply ‘search
the archive’ within Resources. Do try it!

You can browse the 6 most
recent Bulletins, too, or simply click to
read articles of interest.
Find the eBulletin
behind the Resources tab.

Search the archive of around
1,000 articles for topics/keywords of
your choosing.

eBulletins are emailed
fortnightly on Tuesdays to subscribers
and posted on the website.

‘I nearly always comment on something in your bulletin to others in the
office, or click through at least once.’
Kathryn King, Policy Press

‘I always look forward to reading Marketability’s emails, thanks for being
so generous in sharing.’
Isrin Johar, Springer Singapore

‘Keep sending the bulletins, they are always a helpful round up of some
of the relevant, latest news!’
Lisa Llewellyn, Emerald Group Publishing

‘The eBulletins are great – the only newsletter I make a point of reading
fully.’
Nicola Banks, ProQuest

Read the current and recent eBulletins and search our archive of articles online
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In-company tailored training
‘I’ve worked closely with Marketability over
several years to design courses specifically for
the needs of my teams. The time spent with
Rachel to make sure that the whole course is
relevant to everyone’s roles is always time well
spent – the attention to detail and careful
planning of exactly how each element is going
to work is second to none, and means that the
courses are always hugely popular and
successful.’
Alex Hollingsworth, Publisher at Taylor and
Francis

Any of our courses can be brought in-house, tailored to meet precise needs and with practical
exercises looking at real challenges and forthcoming projects, from as little as the cost of four
public course places. From a one-off single day, to a highly bespoke course run in multiple
locations, in-company delivers great value.
Want a topic not in this brochure? There are more options on our website, but we’re
developing bespoke courses all the time, so tell us what you need and if we can help we will.

‘Brilliant feedback from the group. You are a
star!’
Shannon Moore from Pearson, who
commissioned an Essential Research Skills
course for staff based in the Middle East, Africa
and the Caribbean
Of the tutors: ‘10/10, as always, extremely
competent and helpful. Excellently prepared
and effective.’
Delegate on an SEO course at John Wiley in
Weinheim

Participants on a Copywriting Workshop at Random House

Full details available at www.marketability.info/training or by emailing rachel@marketability.info
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… and not just in the UK

For over a decade we’ve been delivering training courses outside the UK, working
with a regional publishers’ association or for individual publishers.
Our courses have run in Singapore, China, Hong Kong, Australia, the US, Ireland,
Germany, the UAE, Turkey, Mexico and Russia. Most projects begin with an email
or web query, and we’ll always give you a straight answer.

Members of the Springer marke0ng team in New York on a
tailored marke0ng planning course subsequently run for their
oﬃces in Heidelberg and Hong Kong

Members of the World Scientific marketing team on a course in Singapore

‘We have been working with Rachel and Marketability for many years on inhouse courses specifically tailored to our needs. Rachel and her colleagues have
always put a lot of effort in preparing for the courses. We work on actual
promotional campaigns which help us look at strategies from a real live
perspective. Rachel is very knowledgeable on current marketing trends and
always very approachable and ready to answer any of our questions.’
Max Phua (pictured on the left of the group above)
Managing Director, World Scientific Publishing (Singapore)

Rachel Maund with the Pearson Dubai marke0ng team, on an inhouse Copywri0ng Workshop

BOOKING FORM

Use this form to book course places and we’ll send you confirmation of your booking and advise the status of your chosen course. Once a date
is confirmed to run, joining information and an invoice will be issued.
I would like to attend/book the following:
Name of Delegate
1

Job Title

Workshop

Cost*

2
3
4
5
6

Special dietary or other requirements:
*COST – standard fee is £399 + VAT, but you can claim discounted prices for the following:
1. Multiple booking discount (on the same course): 3 places for £349 each, or 6 places for £329.
2. Marketability Carnet: 10 training days in any 12 months for you to cash in as you please. £2,999 + VAT
3. EBulletin subscribers: single course places at £349.
YOUR DETAILS

Name (if different from the delegate):
Position:

Organisation:

Telephone:

Email:

Address:

NB: Please include your email address so that we can contact you in connection with this booking. We will NOT send you
marketing emails unless you tick the box below or otherwise opt in.
Sign up for fortnightly eBulletins and qualify for discounted prices. (See page 16 for more information.)

We will ONLY postal mail you with details of Marketability’s training and marketing services. If you do NOT wish to be postal
mailed, please tick here and email/post this form back to us.

4 WAYS TO BOOK

1. Phone us on +44 (0)20 8977 2741 or email
rachel@marketability.info to check the status
of any course and/or to make a provisional
booking.
2. If you want to book an ‘on demand’ course,
check the status online and register your
interest if no date has been set.
3. Complete this form and email it to
rachel@marketability.info or post to
Marketability Workshops, 12 Sandy Lane,
Teddington, Middlesex. TW11 0DR.
4. Download the form in Word or PDF format on
our website by clicking on BOOK on your
chosen course page, and return to us as above.
REGISTRATION & PAYMENT
On receipt of your completed form we’ll send you
confirmation of your provisional booking and advise
the latest status of the course. Once a date is fixed
an invoice will be issued. This will be payable within
30 days by online transfer or by cheque payable to
Marketability (UK) Ltd and sent to the Teddington
address.
CANCELLATIONS
We know that cancellation can occasionally be
unavoidable, and will do our best to keep charges to
a minimum. Once a course date is fixed, you can
substitute another delegate, or cancel 4 weeks or
more before a course, at no charge. If we can re-fill
the place we will also waive charges. For
cancellations 1-4 weeks before the course a fee of
50% of the course fee will apply. Cancellations
within 1 week of the course regrettably must attract
full payment.

